Identification and characterization of chemosensory genes in the antennal transcriptome of Spodoptera exigua.
Chemical senses are crucial for insect behaviors such as host preference, mate choice and oviposition site selection. Various protein families are involved in these processes, including odorant receptors (ORs), ionotropic receptors (IRs), gustatory receptors (GRs), chemosensory proteins (CSPs), odorant binding proteins (OBPs) and sensory neuron membrane proteins (SNMPs). To better understand the olfactory mechanism in Spodoptera exigua, we conducted transcriptome analysis of adult antennae and identified a total of 157 candidate chemosensory genes encoding 51 ORs, 20 IRs, 7 GRs, 32 CSPs, 45 OBPs and 2 SNMPs. Quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) analysis of the tissue- and sex-specific expression profiles of ORs, GRs and IRs revealed that these genes could be detected in at least one tissue tested. SexiOR6, 11, 13 and 16, which were predicted to be pheromone receptors based on phylogenetic analysis, exhibited male-specific antennae expression. SexiOR18, 26, 28, 30, 34, 39, and 40 exhibited female-biased expression. SexiGR1, SexiGR2 and SexiGR3, are predicted carbon dioxide receptors, and the former was expressed specifically in antennae, and the latter two were expressed both in antennae and labial palps. SexiIRs had diverse expression profiles. SexiIR8a and SexiIR25a were quite conserved and expressed at high levels. This work will greatly facilitate the understanding of olfactory system in S. exigua and provides valuable information for further functional studies of the chemoreception mechanism in Lepidopteran moths.